LIAISON ENGINEERING IS A GREAT PLACE TO WORK BECAUSE OF ITS:

- Dynamic people
- Team-oriented environment
- Exciting location
- Excellent benefits
- Competitive salary
- Opportunities for advancement

To apply, please visit: www.boeing.com/careers
Location = “Washington”
Keywords “Product Review Engineer”
Req Number: “00000297328”

Boeing LE in Action short video
https://youtu.be/BjVn67CmuOw

Boeing is an equal opportunity employer supporting diversity in the workplace.

PUGET SOUND LIAISON ENGINEERING IS THE PLACE FOR YOU!

Atten: Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Material Science spring graduating engineers.

February 25, 2022 Boeing On Campus
8 AM to 4 PM in the Eccles Board Rm. Warnock Bldg. 11:30 to 1:30 pizza lunch.

Info session, accepting resumes, Q&A, Job req #.
FUTURE ENGINEERS

What is Liaison Engineering?

If you are looking for an exciting mechanical, electrical, civil, and/or aeronautical engineering career at the world’s leading aerospace company, look no further! Liaison engineers thrive in a professional, fast-paced, team-oriented work environment. Opportunities for career growth and advancement exist for all employees at all levels.

Liaison Engineers work with factory personnel, broad technical communities and airlines. We engineer solutions to aircraft during production and refurbishment to meet certification requirements and our customer needs.

Join our Boeing Liaison Engineering team today.

MEET OUR EMPLOYEES

Why do our employees enjoy working for Liaison Engineering?

“When I was a senior in college, one of my professors commented that Liaison Engineering didn’t sound like a very interesting assignment. He said, ‘Wouldn’t you rather work as a designer and own a piece of the airplane?’ 25 years later my answer to him would be, ‘Why, own just a piece when I can own the entire airplane!’ Liaison Engineering is the job I keep coming back to; because it’s the most exciting, challenging, rewarding, and fulfilling job in aerospace.”

Matt Knighton, Chief Engineer
Liaison Engineering Design Center

“Within Liaison Engineering, you get Tip-to-Tail exposure to how airplanes are designed, built, and how they function. You’ll get to face unique challenges every day, work hands-on with our airplanes, and have opportunities to collaborate with everyone from mechanics working on the airplane to researchers developing the future of aviation.”

Lourdes Cruz
BCA Liaison Engineering

“As a Liaison Engineer, I make decisions every day that have an immediate and long term impact to the product. I enjoy the hands on aspect of the job, the variety of work and diversity of the people I work with.”

Yonas Woldemichael
BCA Liaison Engineering

TAKE YOUR DREAMS FROM HERE...

TO HERE ...

TO HERE ...

BECOME A LIAISON ENGINEER